


Disciplinary Literacy
Disciplinary literacy moves beyond the common strategies 
used across all content areas and focuses on the unique 
strategies experts use to engage with text in that discipline. 
(Shanahan, 2012)

Teachers must move from transmitting information to 
showing students how to engage in the literacies that make 
up their discipline. (Lent, 2016)

Being literacy in a discipline means understanding the 
content, discourses, and habits of mind utilized by experts 
(Fang & Coatoam, 2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numerous national policy statements and articles written regarding adolescent literacy advocate for teaching literacy through the disciplines. Likewise, Ohio's Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies and Technical Subjects clearly support this stance.  Furthermore, the International Literacy Association has defined adolescent literacy as the ability to read, write, understand & interpret, and discuss multiple texts across multiple contexts.  DL is not a new name for Content Area Reading rather it is a specialized approach that allows students to mirror the practices and habits of mind of practitioners within a given field. In order to best use DL strategies, it is important to identify the ways in which different disciplines create, communicate and evaluate information. This concept is reinforced by the words of three prominent advocates in the D.L. literature.  You may recognize the Shanahan quote since it is published in Ohio’s Plan to Raise Literacy Achievement. Turn and Talk: With a partner.  What resonates with you, and how does this approach differ from previous secondary literacy approaches in your district?    



Increasing Specialization in 
Literacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(This slide connects to the activity later)In their literacy pyramid, Shanahan and Shanahan propose that a student’s literacy skills need to develop as the literacy-related tasks become more specialized throughout a student’s coursework. (https://pencilsandpatience.wordpress.com/2015/06/30/disciplinary-literacy-an-unconference/). As the literacy demands become more specialized, the Shanahans note that students are able to “add sophisticated routines and responses to their reading repertoires” ...Some identified components include:•decoding multi syllabic words•respond to words automatically when they are new and appear infrequently•Interpret and respond to less common forms of punctuation•Expanded and specialized vocabulary knowledge•More complex forms of text organization (e.g., parallel plots, circular plots, problem-solution, cause-effect)•Using fix-up strategies•Monitoring comprehensionAs students go beyond these basic aspects of literacy, usually by the upper elementary grades, they begin to add more sophisticated routines and responses to their reading repertoires. These more sophisticated responses are not as widely applicable to different texts and reading situations, but nor are they particularly linked to disciplinary specializations. Students develop the skills that allow them to decode multisyllabic words quickly and easily, and they learn to respond with automaticity to words that do not appear with high frequency in text. They also learn to interpret and respond appropriately to less common forms of punctuation (e.g., split quotes, commas in a series, colons) and to know the meanings of a larger corpus of vocabulary terms, including many words that are not common in oral language (though again, these are not necessarily the highly specialized and technical terminologies of the disciplines). Various reading comprehension responses and strategies come into play as well. For example, students develop the cognitive endurance to maintain attention to more extended discourse, to monitor their own comprehension, and to use various fix-up procedures if comprehension is not occurring (e.g., rereading, requesting help, looking words up in the dictionary). Students also gain access to more complex forms of text organization (e.g., parallel plots, circular plots, problem-solution, cause-effect), and begin to use author intention as a general tool for critical response (that is, they start to infer author purpose and to consider the implications of the choices that emanate from such a purpose). The majority of American students gain control of these intermediate reading tools by the end of middle school, but it is common to find high school students who still struggle to read texts because they have not mastered those tools. (Teaching Disciplinary Literacy to Adolescents: Rethinking Content Area Literacy Timothy Shanahan Cynthia Shanahan University of Illinois at Chicago)



Cynthia Shanahan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQk8XO1KgWk - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQk8XO1KgWk


Content Area Literacy vs. DL

Outside-In 
vs.

Inside-out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than focusing on the similarities of literacy in the content areas, DL focuses on the differences. The Shanahan”s and Elizabeth Moje (U. of Micigan) are strong advocates of this "inside-out" approach instead of using general reading strategies ("outside-in").  Strategies – absent some level of knowledge, a purpose for engaging in the literate practice, and an identification with the domain or the purpose – will not take readers or writers very far.”      (Moje, 2011)Other authors like Brozo and colleagues (George Mason and Appalachian State) call for a balance, or “Radical Center,” between general content reading strategies and discipline-specific approaches."  



Disciplinary Practices in Math
• Reread
• Learn the Names of Variables Before 

Reading  Formula
• Read Equations with Appropriate 

Directionality
• Learn Accurate Definitions
• Detect Errors
• Recognize Distracting information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mathematics is reading. Mathematicians read and write all of the time. They read and write journal articles, books, proofs, and mathematical applications.  They also place a premium on reading and writing symbols.  Mathematical equations therefore are language. - Mathematicians read carefully, evaluating the meaning of each word and symbol. Rereading is therefore a major strategy.  Complicated proofs can take years of reading in order to understand. - In order to understand a formula, mathematicians must know the meaning of each associated variable.  Capital letters could convey different meaning than lower case. - Mathematical equations, unlike prose do not necessarily proceed from left to right.  Symbols and numbers within a parenthesis are read before those outside parenthesis. - Because every word counts, vocabulary has precise definitions.  A common problem is that students use general definitions rather than definitions specific to  mathematics. - "There is error in everything." Remember that a change in one word can change the meaning of mathematical text.  - It is important to assist students in filtering distracting or superfluous information from important text.  A teacher can assist students with understanding the organization of a particular textbook, helping them cue into the important information.  



My Favorite No

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of how a mathematics teacher has instituted an instructional routine that also provides formative feedback to her.  As you view the segment, see which disciplinary practices we just discussed.  Also make note of overall student engagement.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srJWx7P6uLE


Disciplinary Practices in Science

• Transform
• Write for Different Audiences and 

Purposes
• Learn Science Vocabulary
• Take Notes
• Understand the Language of Science

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Students can be taught to transform prose to diagrams to equations and vice versa, using both words, models, or other visual representations. - Scientists write for both lay and scientific audiences.  - Science concepts are represented by technical terms that are packed into texts, often defined the first time they appear or if their meanings change in different contexts.  Technical terms are built from Greek and Latin roots and affixes.  Science vocabulary may have general and discipline-specific meanings. Verbs are often nominalized into nouns in order to explain processes and phenomena.    



Morphology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Morphology, along with etymology (the study of the origin of words and the way in which their meanings have changed throughout history)  are examples of how to approach advanced phonics for our adolescent learners.  Although most secondary students can decode simple words, we know vocabulary becomes increasingly complex with multisyllabic words.  Explicitly teaching related Greek and Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes, can greatly assist our students with breaking down complex vocabulary.    



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of morphemes common to mathematics, science, and social studies.  Notice the number of content-specific words in the right column that contain the 3 morphemes.  



Disciplinary Practices in History
• Sourcing
• Contextualization
• Corroboration
• Analyzing Relationships Among Events
• Use of Interpretive Frameworks
• Reading Multiple Genres
• Understanding the Language of History
• Writing History

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Even before historians begin to read the body of a text, they think about perspective.  That is, they consider who the author was (the source), where it was written (the source), when it was written (the context), and what was happening at the time (the context). Dr. Sam Wineburg (Stanford) has been a leading voice for advancing disciplinary practices in history.  He claims, “Sourcing is the first and most instinctive reading move that historians make –and students often don’t make.”  - In addition to sourcing and contextualization, historians trust information that has been corroborated by others.  Teachers can teach students to use comparison-contrast charts to find out if information agrees or disagrees across texts.  - Studying the chronological sequence of events, historians may decide that some events merely follow others, with no clear relations, but that others events are causative. To assist students in recognizing these relationships, they can help students make cause-effect diagrams, like the herringbone.  Another is called a episode pattern organizer.   - Historians look at history through different lenses, such as social structures (economic, political, religious, artistic) that interact.  Another might look at systems such as feudalism or colonialism.  Such helps historians to build theory about why events unfold as they do.  - Just as reading more than one text is a necessity for historical reading, understanding how to read multiple genres is also important.  Historians must be able to interpret political cartoons, photographs, and historical documents.      - Students of history, just as historians, must be able to make a case for their particular interpretation by making and explicit claim supported by evidence. 



Reading Like a Historian

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of expert history processes in action in secondary classrooms.  Look for examples of the practices we just discussed, as well as student testimonials.  



Disciplinary Practices in English

• Reading Different Interpretations of the 
Same Text

• Learn the Structure of Argument
• Learn the Language of Literary Criticism
• Learn How to Recognize Themes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Close reading is a practice (not a strategy or lesson) in which readers pay attention to what the text says, how the text works, and how unified and connected a text is.  The practice of staying close to a text is a practice of literacy experts, but not the only one. The study of literature requires learning the language of literary interpretation, and ability to see patterns within and across texts, and an understanding of human experience.  - Pairing two interpretations of literature can help students see that different interpretations can be valid. - Unless taught differently, students will write narrative account of a plot when asked to write an argument or interpretation of text.  - In addition to learning the meaning of general academic words, students must learn the language of criticism. Words that signify literary elements such as symbolism (metaphor, simile) or the role of the narrator (first person, unreliable) can help students focus as they try to interpret a text. - A theme (I.e., the human condition), can be reflected in the transformation of a character.  



Shanahan, 2018

Given the change, what did the author want you to know? 

CRISIS

Finding a Theme: Character 
Change Chart



Inquiry Domains
1. Which disciplinary habits of mind are most 

important to highlight in a given unit or 
lesson?

2. Which literacy skills are required to complete 
the tasks in a lesson?

3. How might a lack of literacy skills inhibit 
students from accessing content?

4. Which intermediate skills might need explicit 
reinforcement?

5. Which skills are for discipline-specific 
exploration? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to support secondary teachers in creating disciplinary and intermediate literacy strategies the following suggestions are recommended in the article, "Layering Intermediate and DL work: Lessons Learned from a Secondary SS Teacher Team," by Dobbs, Ippolit, and Charner-Laird.  Remember, adolescent students should be reading, writing, and discussing texts of multiple complexities and genres every day. 



Four Corners Activity
• Select one of the four core subject areas in 

which you would feel comfortable applying 
the previous inquiry domain questions to a 
lesson and move to designated corner.

• Read the lesson plan provided. Discuss each 
of the 5 questions as they pertain to the 
lesson.

• Be prepared to share-out the highlights of 
your discussion and how the inquiry domains 
supported DL within the lesson. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's now apply these inquiry domains by collaboratively reviewing a specific core content-area lesson.  Choose mathematics, science, history, or English, and move to the following corners of the room (designate corners for each).  Take a few minutes to read the lesson on your own, then apply and discuss each of the 5 inquiry domains. (show Slide 13 after participants have read and understand directions).   Each group will be asked to report-out afterward. 
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